[Method of double feedback from EEG oscillators of the patient for correction of stress-induced functional disorders].
Method of correction of human stress-induced functional disorders is proposed which is based on two feedback contours from narrow-band EEG oscillators of the patient. The first one is a usual biofeedback contour in which the feedback signals from the narrow-band EEG oscillator are consciously perceived by the patient and serve him as a guide for voluntary reduction/activation of these EEG components. The second one is an additional contour of resonance stimulation which helps a subject to overcome the difficulties of conscious control of feedback signals. In this contour the parameters of audio-visual stimulation are automatically tuned to the frequency of the dominant narrow-band EEG oscillator of the patient (from the same or other EEG frequency range) to reach its resonance activation. Scientific basis of the method is provided, the results of its experimental testing are presented.